EUREKA JACKET

The EUREKA Jacket combines the lightness and comfort of a breathable garment! The latest TECHNICAL FEAT by Guy Cotten has been to assemble 2 fabrics reputed to be incompatible! The upper part of the jacket is made from the highly technical breathable DREMTECH+ fabric. It is made of 3 + 2 layers in all, it has proved its worth among ocean crossing skippers. The most used areas of the EUREKA jacket are made of Glentex; the reference for rain gear. Waterproof jacket.

Zip fastener under double self-grip flap. Elasticated storm cuffs. 2 flap pockets. “MAGIC” hood which moves with your head.

Fabric: Dremtech+

Dremtech+ is a high-tech breathable fabric, which is comfortable and tough. Comprising 3+2 layers: 3 for breathability with hydrophile lamination and micro-porous coating, 2 for the inside integrated lining and the outer water repellent treated fabric. Glentex fabric: the most popular of our fabrics for protective rainwear users. Comfortable, flexible, tough. Coated on one side 320g/m².

More information on fabric

- Tissu Dremtech+
- Tissu Glentex

Colours: BLACK/DARK YELLOW, ORANGE/NAVY, BLACK/GREEN

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL,